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Speaking shortly before announcing his band’s split, Billy McCarthy of 

Augustines chats about his acoustic upbringing and the value of music
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o
vercoming tragedy through 

music has been a trait that has 

existed for many years – and 

tragedy serves as the backbone 

to augustines’ existence, with 2012’s debut 

album, Rise Ye Sunken Ships, revolving around 

the suicide of James mccarthy, the brother 

of frontman Billy mccarthy. since their 

fi rst record, mccarthy along with multi-

instrumentalist eric sanderson and drummer 

Rob allen, have gone from strength to 

strength, touring relentlessly on both sides 

of the atlantic and further afi eld with two 

additional albums to their catalogue: 2014’s 

Augustines and their latest release, which came 

out earlier this year, This Is Your Life.

“it started out as a battle cry like, ‘this is your 

life!’” explains mccarthy when we meet at 2000 

trees Festival in cheltenham. “then after seeing 

what’s going on in my country, even in yours and 

everyone else’s, well, if we keep making these 

choices then this is your life.” 

as mccarthy suggests, the band’s third 

LP serves as an call for unity as it rushes 

out of the gates with the springsteen-esque 

‘are We alive?’, while songs like ‘Landmine’, 

‘When things Fall apart’ and ‘Running in 

Place’ resonate with positivity, enhanced by 

mccarthy’s confessional tone. the record also 

sees the trio step out of the standard rock band 

set-up of guitar, bass and drums, incorporating 

electronic elements.

“We decided we were comfortable enough 

creatively to try do stuff we admired. We 

had been listening to a lot of Kate Bush, 

Peter gabriel, men at Work and also a lot of 

world music. What is really cool about that 

music is that it’s got its own soul to it. We’re 

sort of obsessed with being pure and being 

really organic. a lot of the stuff on the album 

was coming from a soulful place. it was an 

experiment but i think it worked.”
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Al Di MeolA’s guitArs
“I’ve been primarily using a Conde Hermanos Al Di Meola Custom cutaway nylon with an 

RMC pickup that connects to my Roland VG88. I also have started using a recently made 

custom Fylde steel string. I use both DAddario steel and Nylon. In the last 10 years I’ve 

played the Ovation Signature Model less and less.”
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augustines are no strangers to the uK having 

been regular visitors for several years. “i think 

we came here 15 times on our first record so it’s 

a second home for me,” says mccarthy. their 

recent run of festival appearances marked their 

third time on these shores this year alone, while 

a fourth visit later this year will see them play 

their biggest uK shows to date, including a show 

at London’s Brixton academy. “We released our 

record in festival season, so we’re yet to properly 

do our show. i’m looking forward to that,” 

confirms mccarthy.

asked about their approach to festival shows 

compared to their own shows, mccarthy 

explains: “the festivals can be, as we say, ‘throw 

and go’. there’s no sound check, you just get 

thrown up there. the reward is that people are 

there to have a good time and they literally want 

to be lifted up out of their monday to Friday 

lives. they’re difficult shows to play. our own 

shows are put together and are well thought out. 

the challenge for our own shows is making them 

have spontaneity. so you’re never comfortable as 

an artist and you never should be.”

mccarthy has a humble attitude to playing 

festivals – far from that of your average 

egotistical touring rock star. “You have to 

fucking get over yourself. that’s the first rule,” 

says mccarthy. “there’s nothing you can do. it’s 

not about you. that’s augustines’ motto: ‘it’s not 

about us.’”

When it comes to guitars, mccarthy started 

modestly, he says, on a Yamaha beginners’ 

model: “i loved that guitar – i played it loads. i 

have a version now that is a 1970s dreadnought. 

i busked with that guitar all over the world. i’ve 

written so much on it, and it’s probably defined 

it’s clear the band have embraced different 

cultures and sounds while on their travels. 

the aforementioned ‘Running in Place’ sees 

augustines collaborate with senegalese duo 

Pape & cheikh. “it was a joy to be brave and play 

with some people you want to play with,” says 

mccarthy, “it’s something we listened to to turn 

off our brains. maybe because it’s in another 

language but some of it is in english. i’ve just 

enjoyed it for a lot of my life.”

Having built a strong reputation for 

their interactive live shows, mccarthy and 

company continue to provide their fans with 

an opportunity to escape from everyday life: 

“there’s a massive amount of darkness around 

us. it hasn’t stopped since the beginning of the 

record: the Bataclan, orlando, Dallas… the 

darkness isn’t going away,” explains mccarthy. 

“if it’s not the darkness around us, it’s religious 

zealots or it’s the celebrity-obsessed media who 

are selling fear and suffering, trying to get traffic 

on their sites. they like to keep you scared. this 

has been going on for half a century. People 

have to be a little smarter. maybe we don’t give 

these people traffic. it’s putting fear into people’s 

minds and it’s in your phone and everything you 

do. it’s being rammed down your throat.”

With political, social and economical 

struggles being magnified across the world, 

mccarthy feels music is needed during times 

like this: “i think music will never get stomped 

out, no matter, even if it’s illegal in some 

countries. it’s ridiculous. music will never die. 

You just have to fight the best you can through 

it. stop. Write about it and put it out. go out 

and perform it. music gives people the chance 

to set things right.”

my ear. it’s got a strong mid-range presence. it’s 

nothing special but does have a bit of low end 

like a gibson J200. i’ve been playing martins 

pretty exclusively now though. i love them. i play 

the 00-15m and D-18e Retro.” and he is also a 

fan of gibson’s L-200 emmylou Harris guitar 

(“i absolutely love playing that guitar. they are 

very bass-y. i just like bass in my guitar”) as well 

as resonator guitars: “i like Dobros. i like the lore 

behind them. i play a gretsch resonator. i think 

that’s my americana stuff coming through.” 

Blues music was key to his musical upbringing: 

he cites Lightnin’ Hopkins, muddy Waters and 

mississippi John Hurt as influences and admits 

he was “immersed in the americana thing.” He 

names Jason isbell, tom Waits, shane mcgowan 

and steve earle as songwriting influences. “i like 

the guys who have one foot in the grave. Life 

isn’t easy, especially when you’re a musician. so 

guys who write from a street level i admire a lot.”

an accident when mccarthy was a kid led 

to mccarthy losing the tip of his index finger, 

and subsequently he uses a shortcut when 

called upon to do fingerpicking: “i do a bit of a 

clawhammer fingerpicking style because that’s 

the only one i can do simply because my index 

finger won’t reach.” 

But theory-wise, mccarthy stays 

purposefully naïve. “i don’t like to think about it 

too much. i don’t always know what key i’m in. i 

don’t know theory. if i stumble upon something, 

i marvel at that. that’s the kind of excitement 

that keeps me going.” n

augustines’ farewell tour starts 16 october in 

Brighton. This Is Your Life is out now. 

www.weareaugustines.com
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